
Updated Border Control Measures of Japan and
Indonesia during the Epidemic

Dear GSA, authorized agents,

The updated prevention and control policies of Japan and Indonesia

during the epidemic are hereby notified as follows:

I. Adjusted Border Control Measures of Japan

According to the Civil Aviation Bureau of the Ministry of Land,

Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism of Japan, in response to the

current global epidemic, the entry-exit and epidemic prevention

policies are hereby updated as follows:
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1. Restrictions on Entry to Japan

A. From 3rd Apr, 2020, Tokyo Time, Japan will expand its entry ban to

73 countries and regions (including China, Hong Kong and Macao

SAR, China’s Taiwan, the US, UK, Korea, etc.). Foreign nationals who

have been in the 73 countries and regions within 14 days of their

arrival in Japan will be refused entry.

B. Holders of following visas who have left Japan before 2nd Apr, and

enter Japan after 3rd Apr, will be allowed entry: Permanent Resident,

Spouse of Japanese Nationals, Spouse of Permanent Resident, and

Long-term Resident.

C. Holders of above visas who leave Japan after 3rd Apr will be

refused entry when they return to Japan. Special Permanent Residence

are not applicable to this restriction.

2. Enhanced Quarantine Measures

A. From 0:00 on 3rd Apr, 2020, above persons allowed to enter Japan

shall undergo the mandatory Nucleic Acid Testing.



B. From 0:00 on 3rd to the end of Apr, 2020, persons allowed to enter

Japan will be required to undergo a 14-day quarantine and refrain from

using public transportation (not mandatory).

3. Limitation on the Number of Passengers on Incoming Flights

Due to the limited airport quarantine staff and resources, airlines are

required to limit the number of passengers on each incoming flight

(persons allowed to enter Japan) in April.

4. Visa Policy Adjustment

A. Single and multiple visas for countries other than the 73 countries

issued before 2ndApr are suspended.

B. Visa-free policies for countries other than the 73 countries are

suspended.

C. Visa-free policies for holders of APEC Business Travel Card of

countries other than the 73 countries are suspended.



II. Adjusted Border Control Measures of Indonesia

Foreign visitors has been restricted from travelling to the Indonesian

territory according to the Regulation of Minister of Law and Human

Rights No.11 of 2020 about Temporary Prohibition of Entry to the

Territory of the Republic of Indonesia for Foreigners as follows:

1. The prohibition applies to all foreigners, with the exception of:

A. Foreigner holders of Temporary Stay Permit (KITAS) or Permanent

Stay Permit (KITAP) in Indonesia;

B. Foreigner holders of Indonesian Diplomatic Visa or Service Visa;

C. Foreigner holders of Diplomatic Stay Permit or Service Stay Permit

in Indonesia;

D. Medical Aid Workers or Food Sustenance Workers for

Humanitarian Purposes;

E. Crews (Air, Sea or Land Transport);

F. Foreigners/ Expatriates working on Strategic National Projects.



2. The aforementioned foreigners excluded from the new policy must

comply with the following requirements:

A. Possess a valid health certificate (in English language) issued by

health authority of respective country;

B. Residing for at least 14 days in a country/territory with no eminent

case of COVID-19;

C. Statement of compliance to be quarantined for 14 days facilitated

by the Government of the Republic of Indonesia.

3. Foreign nationals whose Visitors Permits (Index B211, B212,

Visa-free, and Visa on Arrival) are to be expired or are expired, which

either can be extended or cannot be extended, will be granted and

Emergency Stay Permit without any application process at immigration

offices. An emergency Stay Permit is automatic and free.

4. Foreign nationals whose Temporary or Permanent Stay Permits

(KITAS or KITAP holders) are to be expired or are expired, which

either can be extended or cannot be extended, will be granted and



Emergency Stay Permit without any application process at immigration

offices. An emergency Stay Permit is automatic and free.

5. Indonesian Minister of Law and Human Rights will adjust other

immigration policies in response to the epidemic within his mandate.

6. Once the epidemic of COVID-19 is over, Indonesia will resume

enforcement of the original regulations about the extension of

residence permit.

7. This new policy will take effect from 0:00 on 2nd Apr, 2020

(Western Indonesia Time). With this new Ministerial Regulation in

force, the previous Ministerial Regulation No.7 and Ministerial

Regulation No.8 year 2020 will be deemed void.

III. Responsibilities of Agents

Agents should remind passengers of the above restrictions and handle

well the relevant tickets.



Xiamen Airlines

2ndApr, 2020


